The day started as usual, with morning prayers. However, things escalated quickly when the smell of Sticky Buns hit the campers like a brick wall. All of a sudden campers mouths were drooling and eyes were gazing upon the kitchen like a lion gazes at his prey. The morning was quite epic, and yes, it was because of the anticipated breakfast of the year, Sticky Buns. At this point, does any other news matter?

ATTENTION CAMPERS!

TODAY IS THE DAY!

SUPPORT THE GRINCH AND WEAR GREEN!!!
Following the breakfast of champions, campers took to the field for another day of Seuss Soccer. The games were intense and the players played hard, despite the heat.

All the coaches would like to congratulate their teams on incredible games!

Team Nazareth was a highlight Wednesday evening as cabins were challenged to a lip-sync dance contest. All participants did an excellent job! A huge “Thank You” to all who made the contest possible.